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Hyperspectral images contain large amount of data, therefore specific methods for processing and analysis are needed to reveal useful information from the images. Chemometrics provides such methods gathered under the umbrella of multivariate image analysis (MIA). 

One of the MIA’s drawbacks is that most the methods consider image pixels as independent objects without taking into account their spatial relations. So the image is in fact treated as a large set of spectra. In the meantime, methods that use the spatial information are also in developing.  One of them [1] was recently proposed for classification and discrimination of objects on hyperspectral images by calculating spectral features taking into account all pixels belonging to a particular object. 

In the present work the method is further developed in order to be applicable to cases, where no objects can be detected/segmented a priory. Two approaches are suggested — for high-resolution images features are calculated for adjacent pixel blocks, while if resolution is limited the spectral features are calculated for every pixel by considering the pixel’s neighborhood. Both approaches can be used for exploratory analysis of hyperspectral images as well as for segmentation purposes. Several real case examples will be shown to demonstrate the performance of the approaches.
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